
Christmas at the Cuthberts
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Christmas at the Cuthberts

It was December 22nd and the snow-covered town of Location was busy and full of excitement.

Christmas was 3 days away and everybody was running around for last minute gifts except for First name

and First name Cuthbert, they had done their Adjective shopping months ago. Heidi and Daniel

recently moved into a cozy house close to the centre of town. They had to upgrade from their crappy apartment

in the ghetto due to their new arrival; a baby boy that they had just adopted from South Africa. His name was

Christopher and he was the cutest baby boy in the world. Heidi and Daniel were sitting in their family room with

little baby Christopher between them Verb at the colourful cartoons that danced along the TV screen.

Heidi wore a red dress with green trim along with a beautiful Swarovski crystal necklace that Daniel had bought

her for their very first anniversary 10 years ago. Daniel was casual blue jeans and a very simple grey sweater that

fit him perfectly. The new family sat and watched cartoons waiting for company to arrive. After one full episode

of Mickey Mouse, the door bell rang and Daniel rose from the couch to greet their guests.

Daniel went to the front door, followed by Heidi who was holding the squirmy little baby in her arms. They

opened the door to find Tyler and Stephanie Panczuk with a plate of goodies and a bottle of wine. It had been

Number years since they had seen each other. Stephanie and Tyler moved to BC when they were young

and stopped visiting when Stephs mother was diagnosed with terminal cancer. Her mother passed away 1 year

after she was diagnosed but they stayed in BC and kept in touch with Heidi and Daniel through email. Steph was

more beautiful than the last time they had seen her and Tyler was a lot taller then Heidi remembered. Steph wore

a



short, tight red dress and a green cardigan, her hair was straight and parted in the middle, it was a beautiful

natural blonde and fell a few inches past her breasts. Tyler wore black jeans and an ugly Christmas sweater that

had reindeer and snowmen stitched onto it. His hair was buzzed and heâ??d gained weight since they last saw

him, he wasnâ??t as thin. Instead, he looked full and healthy and very, very tall. The couples were so happy to

see each other again. Tyler and Stephanie were all over Christopher the second they finished kissing Daniel and

Heidi hello. They confessed to had been thinking about having a child of their own.
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